The Sustainable Aviation Buyers Alliance (SABA)
is open for new members!
SABA’s founding companies, EDF, and RMI invite you to #flySABA
Join us in accelerating the transition to net zero aviation by reducing your air
transport emissions through high-integrity Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF).
SAF available today can achieve lifecycle greenhouse emissions reductions as high
as 80% when compared to fossil jet fuel, but currently represents less than 0.1% of
global aviation fuel. SABA’s mission is to accelerate the path to net zero aviation by
driving investment in high-integrity SAF.

Who can join SABA now?
Businesses and non-profits seeking to reduce their air transport emissions from
business travel and freight as a way to meet their climate commitments
Airlines seeking to work with each other and customers to scale SAF production,
drive down SAF costs, and create a more transparent SAF market

We offer membership options tailored to your needs.
Different membership fees apply to each tier and organization type.

GREEN CUSTOMERS

GOLD CUSTOMERS

AVIATORS

Open to Air Transport Customers: Businesses, Non-Profits
Benefits include:

Benefits include:

All Member benefits plus:

Clear guidance and expert
support on the identification of
high integrity SAF
Access to joint SAF
procurement opportunities with
lower prices via group RFPs
Educational support to inform
your stakeholders on how highintegrity SAF can support you in
reducing emissions
Opportunities to connect with,
learn from, and collaborate with
other SABA customers and
aviators, as well as fuel
producers and sustainability
certifiers

Open to Airlines

Access to dedicated 1:1
support when navigating SAF
transactions
Opportunities to raise the
profile of your organization
through featured roles in SABA
webinars, in-person events,
promotional materials, etc.
Eligibility for election to
SABA’s Advisory Board

Access to joint SAF
procurement opportunities with
lower prices via group RFPs
Educational support to inform
your stakeholders on how highintegrity SAF can support you in
reducing emissions
Opportunity to collaborate
with SABA customers on the
development of a universal SAF
registry
Opportunities to connect and
collaborate with other SABA
Aviators and SABA customers
Eligibility for election to
SABA’s Aviators Board

For more information, visit our website at flySABA.org
or send us an email at info@flySABA.org
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